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Abstract

Numerical simulation of multiphase flows has increasingly gained interest in the past 15 years. One

particular case that has been studied extensively by researchers is the two-phase gas/liquid case.

Bubbly flows are encountered in a wide range of natural, environmental and industrial problems.

Examples may be, but not limited to, the aerating turbines in hydropower plants, aerating blades in

Prairie/Masker system, waste water treatment, bubble columns and airlift loop reactors in chemical

industry and venting of vapour mixtures to liquid pools in nuclear-engineering industry. Therefore,

it is of high importance to study the rich physics of the two-phase flows and make scientific-based

design.

One specific area of interest in environmental engineering in the lack of the desolved oxygen in

the tailrace of dams. Water discharged downstream of the dam needs to have adequate levels of DO

(5mg/L) to support the aquatic communities (ORNL 2010). Aerating turbines designed to increase

DO are currently developed without sufficient knowledge of flow pattern in the bubbly flows. More

specifically, the size and dynamics of the generated bubbles is guesswork that is not well understood.

Additionally the mass transfer rates of DO via the bubbles are not accurately evaluated through

numerical simulation. With well-verified in-house computational code the turbine industry will be

able to investigate different aerating turbine designs with CFD programs, thereby avoiding multiple

cumbersome and expensive model turbine tests. This research program seeks to develop a powerful

computational tool for advancing the development and implementation of bubbly flows which will

allow numerical simulations investigating turbine efficiencies. Such modeling will also help reduce

the adverse environmental impacts from, for example, the low tailrace DO common to hydropower

facilities. We have developed advanced, efficient computational routines to simulate turbulent bubbly

flows. For this purpose, large eddy simulation (LES) of high-resolution fully turbulent bubbly two-

phase flow based on Eulerian-Eulerian (two-fluid approach) approach will be developed. Large eddy

simulation is achieved through the filtering operation to the governing equations of two-phase flows.

Briefly, in the low-pass filtering process, one seeks to filter out the wavenumbers greater than the

cutoff wavenumber in the Fourier space. As a result, explicitly, the large scales of motion are

computed, while the effect of removed small-scales is seen in sub-grid stress (SGS) model. Through

this process, the microscopic governing equations are converted to macroscopic equations via spatial

averaging of solution variables. This allows treating the phases as inter-penetrating phases over the

whole problem domain.

Herein, We propose to develop an efficient mathematical formulation, based on theory of multi-
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component fluids, to perform large eddy simulation of bubbly flows. It is based on single spatial

weighted averaging that accounts for presence of both phases and their turbulent nature. The math-

ematical formulation is implemented in parallel-platform to be able to run on our super-computing

clusters. The implementation is divided into 4 distinct flow solvers, solving liquid velocity, pressure,

gas velocity and gas holdup. The implementation of our in-house code is validated for couple of

experimental and numerical test cases.

The developed code is then used to perform Euler-Euler large eddy simulation of a aerating

NACA0015 profile. For such a hydrofoil experiments have been performed in Saint Anthony Falls

Laboratory for three different angles of attack and three free stream velocities. Once the compu-

tational code for bubbly flow field of the aerating blade is validated, the mass transfer rate across

phases is studied. We develop the mathematical formulation and solve numerically for concentra-

tion of the species of interest (oxygen for instance). Finally all the developed components are put

together to simulate the aerating hydrofoil.
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1 Introduction and motivation

1.1 Introduction

The use of bubbles for enhancing the water quality has well been studied, used and documented [2–4].

Through aeration, the bubbles carrying oxygen, will be mixed with water transferring oxygen to the

surrounding liquid. To our knowledge, very few cases of bubbly flows with mass transfer from gaseous

phase to the liquid phase have been studied in the literature. Rather, the behavior of bubbly flows

have been studied to predict the flow pattern and the resulting current. For instance, study on

bubble columns has been extensively done [5–18], experimentally and numerically, over the past two

decade mostly focusing on the flow patterns while very few cases has been devoted to the study

on the mass transfer phenomenon in the bubble columns [19, 20]. An excellent work was done by

Bombardelli [21] in which he studied the mass transfer and turbulence properties of bubble plumes

in reservoirs. Hence, a comprehensive numerical study of the turbulent bubbly flows with mass

transfer across the phases is required, which is the aim of the present work.

1.2 Motivation

Conventional hydropower plants have the potential to contribute a substantially larger percentage

of energy requirements than the present state. However, many environmental risks resulting from

these facilities have been identified. Decreased water quality ranks among the most notable risks,

both in the form of increased dissolved gases over the spillways and greatly reduced dissolved oxygen

quantities in the discharged water to the downstream environment. In many cases the nearly anoxic

environment created in the tailwater discharge of hydropower facilities poses great environmental

risks to aquatic flora and fauna. A typical life threat to the fish community is known as hypoxia

which occurs in low dissolved oxygen (DO) areas in aquatic ecosystems. Hypoxia, a consequence

of oxygen depletion, leads to the mass death of the fish in hypoxic regions known as “dead zones”.

figure 1.1 shows the mass fish death, due to sewage contamination, in ponds in Fuzhou, china in

August 2013. The impoundments necessary for creating sufficient hydraulic head to operate conven-

tional hydroturbines lead to long residence times of upstream waters. Longer residence times allow

processes such as fish and plant respiration to decrease the dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration,

especially at greater depths in the reservoir. Only surface waters are occasionally replenished with

oxygen through minimal transfer processes resulting from wave action. According to regulations

of the environmental protection agency [22], Water discharged downstream of the dam needs to
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Figure 1.1: massive fish death in Fuzhou, China, August 2013

have adequate levels of dissolved oxygen (5mg/L) to support the aquatic communities. To address

this envoronmental issue, aerating turbines are employed in industry. Aerating turbines designed

to increase DO are currently developed without sufficient experimental and physical understanding

of the sizes and breakup processes of bubbles that are generated by the air entrainment and the

mass transfer of DO taking place across the bobbles. More specifically, the size and dynamics of the

generated bubbles is guesswork that is not well understood. Additionally the mass transfer rates of

DO via the bubbles are not accurately evaluated through numerical simulation.

With well-verified software the turbine industry will be able to investigate different aerating tur-

bine designs with efficient CFD tools, thereby avoiding multiple cumbersome and expensive model

turbine tests. Optimization of turbine configurations and operating conditions can be done prior to

physical model testing and installation, therefore drastically reducing the installation and mainte-

nance costs associated with conventional hydropower. This research program seeks to develop a pow-

erful computational tool for advancing the development and implementation of aerating turbines at

hydropower facilities, which will allow numerical simulations investigating turbine efficiencies. Such

modeling will also help reduce the adverse environmental impacts from, for example, the low tailrace

DO common to hydropower facilities. Through improved efficiencies and decreased environmental

impacts, this research effort will advance the capacities and reduce the cost of energy resulting from

conventional hydropower technologies.

1.3 Objectives

High-resolution two-phase flow large eddy simulation (LES) based on purely Eulerian (two-fluid

approach) and Eulerian/Lagrangian (bubble tracking techniques) algorithms will be developed and
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validated with the proposed experiments for the standard NACA-0015 blade geometry. Following

validation, the computational tools will be implemented to develop a computational package suit-

able for carrying out efficient large eddy simulation of bubbly flows. The techniques developed

during this portion of the project will be directly applicable to numerous aerating turbine designs

to test the assumptions and preliminary aerating abilities of innovative turbine designs, thereby

saving energy and resources previously allocated towards extensive full-scale testing campaigns. We

propose to develop advanced, efficient computational routines and software tools that can simulate

conventional hydropower turbine aeration problems for advanced hydropower development. For this

purpose, large eddy simulation (LES) of high-resolution fully turbulent bubbly two-phase flow based

on purely Eulerian (two-fluid approach) algorithms will be developed. Large eddy simulation is

achieved through the filtering operation to the governing equations of two-phase flows. Briefly, in

this operation, we remove the noise/frequencies higher than the Nyquist frequency. Through this

process, the microscopic governing equations are converted to macroscopic equations via spatial av-

eraging of solution variables. This allows treating the phases as inter-penetrating phases over the

whole problem domain. The next step is solving the governing equations numerically. The govern-

ing equations, i.e. momentum and mass transfer for each phase, constitute system of four partial

differential equations solved in a coupled mode. We are developing our own in-house code written

in parallel C++ that allows us to run the code by massively large parallel computations. To gain

more flexibility on the geometry of the domain, we employ the curvilinear coordinate transformation

form of the governing equations on which the equations are discretized and solved. The equations

are solved by efficient and popular Krylov subspace methods, e.g. GMRES. To acquire an efficient

scheme of discretization, we test different computational schemes and evaluate their accuracy and

robustness for the advective, diffusive, pressure gradient, temporal and interfacial forces terms. The

validation for each solver has been conducted and validated for laminar two-phase flow. To tackle

real scale problems, we will develop the turbulence model to be used for the LES formulation of the

gas and liquid phases. This will allow us to perform simulations of practical turbulent bubbly flows.

The code would then be validated with a comparison of our results with experimental data. Finally,

we will add the component to account for the mass transfer (DO) from bubble plumes, released from

turbine blades, to the water.
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2 Literarture Review

2.1 Approaches and Numerical methods

Multi component fluids are encountered in numerous forms in biological, natural and technological

systems. examples for natural systems may be, but not limited to, fluidized beds, ocean waves, snow

drifts, turbidity currents, coexistence of oil, gas and water in rocks and so on. As industrial cases,

airconditioners, pollutant separators, aerating blades, boiling heat transfers can be mentioned. It is

clear that the subject of multiphase flow has immense importance in various engineering technologies.

Ishii [1] classified the two-phase systems into 3 main categories: gas-solid, gas-liquid and liquid-

solid mixtures. Ishii stated that the gas-liquid mixture is far more difficult in modeling due to

continuous changes of interface structure. A specific class of gas-liquid two-phase flows which has

gained much attention is known as dispersed bubbly flows, in which the phases comprising a fluid are

air and water. Bubbly flows have gained vast domain of applications in both industry and nature.

Examples may be the aerating turbines in hydropower plants, aerating blades in Prairie/Masker

system, waste water treatment, and bubble columns and airlift loop reactors in chemical industry.

Therefore, it is of high importance to study the rich physics of this category of two-phase flows to

predict and make scientific-based design. The bubbly flows can in general be categorized in three

main classes: separated flows, mixed flows and dispersed flows. The turbulent dispersed bubbly

flows will be the focus of our research in this work.

The prediction of operational limits, the optimum design, and the safe control of a great number

of important systems depend on the availability of realistic and accurate mathematical models

of two-phase flow. Although the occurrence and applications of the multi-phase flows have been

well established, the equations describing the behavior of multi component fluids are not yet well

established and in a way still under development. Although the conservation equations for mass,

momentum and energy for each phase in a multiphase system has been well-developed, solving these

conservation equations numerically (or analytically) are much more complex than their single-phase

counterpart. Depending on the multiphase flow problem and the level of details, several approaches

have been suggested. In all of the approaches one endeavors to satisfy the mass, momentum and

energy conservation equations. In what follows a brief review is devoted to the numerical approaches

in the literature for 1-D models and more sophisticated 3-D numerical approaches to tackle modeling

of dispersed bubbly flows.
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2.2 1D numerical models

Due to intense computational demand for numerical simulation of bubbly flows, some one dimen-

sional models have been proposed in the literature. The details of such methods can be viewed in

the work of Bombardelli [21]. Resembling the dispersed bubbly flows, single phase thermally con-

vected plumes was studied by Morton et. al. [23]. They used thermal convection to induce buoyancy

by injecting a lighter fluid (heated air) into another fluid. They used the entrainment hypothesis,

self similarity assumption for velocity profile and ignored the local density variation in the plume.

Starting with the conservation laws of mas, momentum and energy, Morton et. al. applied the

above mentioned assumptions to obtain vertical velocity profile, density deficiency and horizontal

extent of the plume spreading with height. Later Ditmars and Cederwall [24] extended the idea of

Morton to two-phase bubbly flows by assuming a slip velocity between the phases. They reported

a satisfactory results by comparing their result with available data of Kobus [25]. Their simplified

model consisted of the mass and momentum conservation laws, as below:

dQ

dx
= 2πbαum (2.1)

d

dx
(u2
mb

2) =
2gq0H0

π(H0 +H − x)
[
um

1+λ2 + ub

] (2.2)

where q0 is the volume flux of discharged air per unit length of a line source, ub is velocity of the air

bubbles relative to the gross plume velocity, H is the depth above the air source, H0 is the piezometric

head equivalent of atmospheric pressure, um is the centerline velocity, b is the lateral dimensional

of the plume, x is the vertical distance along the centerline, 1/λ2 is the turbulent Schmidt number

and Q is the volumetric flux for a point source defined as

Q = πumb
2 (2.3)

These parameters are schematically shown in figure (2.1). The equations (2.1) and (2.2) are solved

to obtain the centerline velocity um and plume width b. It is worth mentioning that the Ditmars

model is based on the Gaussian assumption of velocity profile, i.e. u = umexp(−r2/b2).

Several models have been developed starting with the Ditmars and Cederwall model. McDougall

[26] extended the Ditmars model to account for the bubble plumes with stratification. They showed

that when a bubble plume is released and rises in a stratified environment, the carrier phase is

9
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Figure 2.1: schematic of the parameters in the Ditmars model (picture is taken from [24])

transported up to a certain distance, vertically, and would spread horizontally to leave the plume.

The carrier fluid leaves the plume at a place which has the same density level as the fluid. To model

this feature, he proposed a double-plume model which considers the plume as being composed of

two parts: i) an inner circular plume (which contains all the bubbles of gas) and ii) an outer annular

plume. He compared his model with experimental data and reported satisfactory results.

Fannelop et. al. [27] obtained both approximate similarity solutions and numerically integrated

solutions to a set of equations in which the slip velocity of the gas was neglected. They estimated

the entrainment coefficient α by minimizing the error, in terms of the plume width b, between their

theory results with their experimental results.

Milgram and Van Houten [28] considered the effect of gas holdup on the mass and momentum

balance equations. They assumed that a fixed fraction of the momentum flux is transported by the

turbulence. The momentum flux transport by turbulence was determined to be 8% by George et.

al. [29]. Wuest et. al. developed a steady bubble plume model to describe a weak bubble injection

system. The gas exchange between water and bubbles was also included. The integral model was

based on the entrainment hypothesis and a variable buoyancy flux determined by the local plume

properties and the ambient water column. they used their model to compare their results with

experimental data which yielded satisfactory results. In an effort, Asaeda et. al. [30] modified the

McDougall model by constructing a double annular plume model. Ehen the momentum flux of

the inner core approaches zero, a fraction of entrained fluid is ejected. The ejected fluid moves

downward which in turn interacts with the rising plume. A theoretical model of axisymmetric

10
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turbulent fountains in both homogeneous and stratified fluids was developed by bloomfield [31].

The model quantifies the entrainment of ambient fluid into the initial fountain upflow, and the

entrainment of fluid from both the upflow and environment into the subsequently formed downflow.

They presented four different versions of their model. They tested their four model variations

by comparing the predictions from each of them with experimental measurements of fountains in

homogeneous and stratified fluids.

2.3 Multidimensional numerical approaches

The main difference between single-phase and multiphase flow problems is the existence of the inter-

face. In principle, the microscopic fundamental equations for multiphase flows as well as the jump

conditions at the interface, are mathematically well described by the basic fluid mechanics princi-

ples [32]. Depending on the multi phase flow problem and the level of details, several approaches

have been suggested. In all of the approaches one endeavors to satisfy the mass, momentum and en-

ergy conservation equations. Bubbly flows are encountered frequently in industrial, envoronmental

and natural systems. In numerical setup of bubbly flows, the dispersed bubbles may deform, vary

in size, coalesce or breakup. The background grid resolution may be in such a way that bubbles

are fully-resolved or partially resolved by the background computational grid. In a fully resolved

configuration all scales of motion have to be resolved. This approach is termed the direct numerical

simulation (DNS). In DNS of mltiphase problems the microscopic equations are directly solved, pro-

vided the appropriate initial and boundary conditions. This approach which is originally developed

by Tryggvason [33] is known as direct numerical simulation (DNS). The most successful approach

for simulations of multiphase flows is use of one set of equations in the whole domain, which reads

∂u

∂t
+∇.uu = −1

ρ
∇P + f +

1

ρ
∇.µ

(
∇u +∇Tu

)
+

1

ρ
σκδ(n)n (2.4)

∂ρ

∂t
+∇.ρu = 0 (2.5)

∂f

∂t
+ u.∇f = 0 (2.6)

where P is the pressure, f is the body force, ρ is the local density, σ is the surface tension, n is the

unit vector normal to the interface and f is the marker function.

There is no need to employ models in DNS and the flow around each single bubble is fully
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Figure 2.2: DNS of 14 wobbly bubbles in a periodic domain with a rise Reynolds number of 75
resolved on a 1283 grid (picture is taken from [34])

resolved with viscosity, inertia and surface tension effects being accounted for [34]. DNS is not

practical in most industrial applications, since all of the scales have to be resolved. In systems of

practical interest with large number of interacting bubbles, the ratio of the largest scale to smallest

continuum scale may be many orders of magnitude. As a result, extensive computational resources

are required. Therefore, DNS of two-phase flows are limited to problems with limited number of

bubbles in a low Reynolds number regime [35, 36]. Figure (2.2) shows DNS results of 14 wobbly

bubbles in a periodic domain with relatively low Reynolds number carried out by Tryggvason [34].

In general, two main approaches are developed for numerical simulation of under-resolved multi-

dimensional dispersed flows, namely Eulerian-Eulerian and Eulerian-Lagrangian frameworks. Com-

pared to DNS, both frameworks are less demanding, computationally.

In the Eulerian-Lagrangian framework, the equations for the liquid phase are solved in a fixed

(Eulerian) frame of reference in space while the gas equations are solved in Lagrangian framework,

hence the Euler-Lagrange approach. The bubbles are moved by solving the Newton’s second law

through integrating the forces exerted by the liquid phase on the bubbles. In this approach each

single bubble is tracked. Based on the complexity of the interaction forces, one-way coupled or two-

way coupled have been proposed. In the one-way coupling only the effect of the continuous phase is

seen on the bubbles movement, while interaction of both phases on each other is considered in the

two-way coupled mode, hence making the calculation more expensive. the motion of each bubble is

12
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computed by solving the position, momentum and bubble radius equations as below

d

dt
(xb) = ub (2.7)

mb
d

dt
(ub) = Fl−→b (2.8)

ρl

[
Rb
d2Rb
dt2

+
3

2

(
dRb
dt

)2
]

= pB − p∞ −
2σ

Rb
− 4µl
Rb

dRb
dt

(2.9)

where xb is the bubble position, ub is the bubble velocity, mb is the bubble mass, Fl−→b is the total

force on the bubble, Rb is the bubble radius, pB and p∞ are the pressure inside and outside the

bubble and σ is the surface tension force. The governing equations for the liquid phase read

∂

∂t
(ρlαl) +∇.(ρlαlul) = 0 (2.10)

∂

∂t
(ρlαlul) +∇.(ρlαlulul) = −∇P +∇.(αlµlD)− αlρlg + fb−→l (2.11)

where αl is the liquid void fraction and D is the strain rate tensor. The Euler-Lagrange approach is

generally accurate in predicting the bubble dynamics and transport since all bubble trajectories are

tracked with no numerical diffusion. However, this feature of Euler/Lagrange approach limits the

number of bubbles, for industrial applications with millions of bubbles, in a system, due to excessive

computational cost required to track every single bubble. A closure model in the liquid and gas

momentum equation, due to interaction of liquid-gas, has to be provided. The bubble size distribu-

tion is calculated as part of the solution at each time step. Models are required for break-up and

coalescence of the bubbles. A detailed description of the method with the interfacial forces is cov-

ered by Delnoij et. al. [37] and an excellent discussion on the method with the breakup/coalescence

procedure is covered by Deen et. al. [9].

A more practical approach is to convert the microscopic equations for both of the phases to

macroscopic set of equation by averaging the equations in space. This approach is called the two-

fluid model (also known as Euler-Euler method) in which the phases are assumed as interpenetrating

and interacting continua. Separate momentum and mass balance equations have to be solved for

each phase on a static frame of reference. An advantage of the Euler-Euler method is the convenient

two-way coupling between phases. The averaging process introduces terms known as force terms

13
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Figure 2.3: RANS (left) and LES(right) results of cylindrical bubble plume in Euler-Euler framework.
Plots are the void fraction contours superimposed on the axial velocity vectors. Picture is taken
from [39].

and stress terms in the momentum equation. hence, adopting models is inevitable in this approach.

These terms will be explained in detail in the next chapter.

Modeling of local turbulence has been a major challenge in the bubbly flows. Generally Reynolds-

Averaged-Navier-Stokes (RANS) type calculation and large eddy simulation (LES) are mainly em-

ployed to simulate the bubbly flows in the Euler-Euler framework. See, for instance, the work of De

Bertodano [38] for application of k-ε in bubbly flows. Works based on RANS models for two-fluid

approach have not produced as satisfactory results as in single-phase flows. As noted by Lakehal [14],

Since RANS type models rely on time averaging they tend to filter out both the local small-scale tur-

bulence and the eddies interaction with the dispersed phase. This feature was also shown in variety

of works. For instance, Dhotre et. al. [39] performed Euler-Euler LES of a large-scale bubble plume.

They carried out both LES and RANS calculations and compared their results with measurements

of Simiano [40]. They showed that, compared to the LES, the RANS calculation smoothed out the

small scales of turbulence and as a result could not capture the second order statistics correctly. A

snapshot of the RANS and LES results for void fraction, carried out by Dhotre [39], is shown in

figure (2.3).

Referring to the resolved scales, the large eddy simulation falls between DNS and RANS, i.e.

larger eddies are resolved while eddies of smaller scales (including the interaction of bubbles with

surrounding liquid turbulence in bubbly flows) are modeled. The RANS models are often based on

the assumption of isotropic turbulence, despite the fact that bubbly flows show high anisotropy in
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velocity fluctuations especially in the gravitational direction [11]. In LES this assumption is not made

for resolved scales, rather isotropic turbulence is only considered for the unresolved scales. Fewer

works have been reported on the large eddy simulation of bubbly flows than RANS calculations,

since LES of bubbly flows are more recent.

The earliest work on the large eddy simulation of bubble plumes, to our knowledge, were per-

formed by Smith and Milleli [41]. They employed LES to simulate the liquid phase and Random

Dispersion Model (RDM) for the gas phase to describe the turbulent dispersion of bubbles in a two-

phase buoyant plume. A relatively coarse cylindrical grid was used to simulate the axis-symmetric

cylindrical bubble column. LES was proposed to resolve the large eddies which are responsible for

the motion of the bubbles. Milelli et. al. [42] used the Smagorinsky and dynamic procedure to

study motion of bubble plume in a cylindrical bubble column. Similarly, Deen at. al. [43] carried

out LES of a bubbly flow with the commercial code CFX. They employed the constant Smagorinsky

model for eddy viscosity evaluation and compared their results with k-ε model. Even though wall

model was not used for the LES, Their results proved improvement for LES compared to k-ε model.

Niceno et. al. [44] used a transport equation for SGS kinetic energy in a Euler-Euler large eddy

simulation of dispersed bubbly flows. They implemented the SGS transport model in the commer-

cial CFX package. The bubble induced turbulence (BIT) and the turbulent dispersion force were

then calculated based on the information on the amount of SGS kinetic energy. They showed some

improvement over the dynamic procedure. In a work by Dhotre et. al. [13] Euler-Euler LES of

a bubble column was carried out with Smagorinsky model. In their work, they varied the model

constant Cs value and found that model constant of Cs = 0.12 yields solution similar to the LES

solution with Germano procedure.

Solution of the fully coupled Euler-Euler equations are highly demanding, computationally, due

to the stiff set of equations. So, depending on the level of approximation, simplifications can be made.

Fluid-dynamic model has shown promising results for the bubbly flows. Borchers and coworkers [45]

applied the standard k-ε model to dynamic simulation of a bubble column. They assumed a constant

bubble slip velocity of 20 m/s. They considered the 2D and 3D problem and concluded that the 3D

problem yields solution that matches the experimental data more effectively. Sokolichin et. al. [8]

noted that employing high order TVD schemes for the gas phase gives result which are in better

agreement against experimental data, which was also confirmed by bove and coworkers [12].

Most of the works with the aim of numerical simulation of bubbly flows are carried out with

commercial CFD packages which may not be based on efficient numerical algorithms. moreover,

the continuous advances in the computational power may allow for evolution of higher accurate
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numerical algorithms/schemes. In this work, we have developed a mathematical model for the large

eddy simulation of turbulent bubbly flows. The filtered form of equations are employed and some

simplifying assumptions, based on the work of Sokolichin and his coworkers [46], are made which

enables efficient LES of bubbly flows. Our mathematical formulation and details of the numerical

approach are explained in the next two chapters.
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3 Mathematical formulation

The achievements on computational aspects of this work is briefly explained in this chapter. Since

development of a computational tool capable of performing Eulerian-Eulerian large eddy simulation

of two-phase two-way coupled turbulent bubbly flows were of interest, the proper filtered form of

the governing equations has to be extracted and employed. The derivation process accompanied by

interfacial momentum forces as well as sub grid scale modeling will be explained in section 1. The

details of numerical method and discretization schemes are presented in section 2.

3.1 The filtered TFM equations

In this section, we present the governing equations required for Euler-Euler LES of bubbly flows.

A detailed exposition of different averaging methods, including ensemble averaging, time averaging,

statistical averaging and volume averaging, is provided by Drew and Passman [32] and the filtering

procedure of multi-fluid formulation is covered by Lakehal et. al. [14]. Here, we summarize the

relevant results without going into details. The basic idea in volume averaging in multi-phase flow

is to describe the motion of flow in terms of the phase-averaged variables, since multiple phases may

be present at each point. This process leads to the macroscopic description of the motion of flow

known as instantaneous phase-averaged equations, i.e. each phase is seen as a continuum. For the

turbulence modeling another averaging is required which leads to a double averaging applied to the

original microscopic equations. Lakehal and coworkers [14] proposed a formulation by performing a

single component-weighted volume averaging procedure which leads to filtered two-fluid equations.

This procedure, which employs a spatial filter function, requires single averaging instead of double

averaging (ensemble-space or space-space).

The topological equation is used to describe the motion of the interface as below

D

Dt
χk =

∂

∂t
χk + V.∇χk = 0 (3.1)

where V is the interface velocity. Here χk , known as phase indicator function, is defined as.

χk(x) =

 0 if x is not located in phase k

1 if x is located in phase k
(3.2)

And shown schematically in figure (3.1), where some bubbles are immersed inside liquid. Multiplying

the microscopic Navier-Stokes equations by the phase indicator function and provoking the topolog-
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Figure 3.1: Left: Contours of instantaneous gas axial velocity on the middle plane (x = 0.075m)
superimposed on the liquid velocity vector, at instants: t=55 seconds, t=70 seconds, t=85 seconds,
t=100 seconds

ical equation (3.1) yields

∂

∂t
(χkρk) +∇ · (χkρkuk) = ρ(u− V ).∇χk (3.3)

∂

∂t
(χkρkuk) +∇ · (χkρkuk ⊗ uk) = ρu(u− V ) · ∇χk + χk∇ ·Π + χkρk~g (3.4)

where Π is the molecular stress tensor. The filtering operation [47] is defined as

f(x) =

∫
Ω

G(r, x)f(x− r, t)dr (3.5)

where the integral is over the entire computational domain. G is the filter function that should satisfy

the normalization condition
∫
Ω

G(r, x)dr = 1. Applying the filtering operation to the microscopic

component-weighted equations (3.3), (3.4) yields the filtered form of the two-fluid model (TFM)

equations, as below

∂

∂t
(αkρk) +∇ · (αkρkũk) = Γk (3.6)

∂

∂t
(αkρkũk) +∇ · (αkρkũk ⊗ ũk) = ∇ ·

[
αk
(

Π̃k − τk
)]

+ αkρk~g +Mk + σk (3.7)

In the above equations, αk is the filtered void fraction of phase k, defined as αk = χk where χ is

known as phase-indicator function [32]. k signifies the component, liquid or gas in our case. it can be

shown that
∑
k α

k = 1. ρ is the filtered component-weighted density defined as ρk = χkρ/αk. ũk is

the filtered mass-weighted (Favre) averaged velocity vector for phase k, defined as ũk = χkρu/χkρ.

Γk, which appears naturally on the right hand side of the mass balance equation and is responsible

for the mass transfer from one phase to other phases, is called the interfacial mass source term,

defined as Γk = ρ(u− ui) · ∇χk. ⊗ is the dydic operation on velocity vectors. σk, which appears
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naturally on the right hand side of momentum equations, is the interfacial momentum source term,

defined as σk = ρu(u− ui) · ∇χk. similar to the single-phase flow, τ is the sub-grid stress tensor

for unresolved scales, defined as τkij = ρk
(
ũiuj − ũki ũkj

)
. This term should be modeled for both of

the gas and liquid phases. Π̃ is the total stress comprising of the pressure stress and the molecular

viscous stress. Mk is the interfacial momentum transfer term due to interface forces and defined

as Mk = −Π · ∇χk. This terms play a key-role in Euler-Euler representation of multi-phase flows.

supplemental to the above equations certain jump conditions holds for the mass and momentum

source term:

Γ1 + Γ2 = 0 (3.8)

M1 +M2 + σ1 + σ2 = m (3.9)

where m represents the surface tension effect. Assuming no interfacial mass and moementum source

term, i.e. Γk = 0, σk = 0, the filtered equations of motion for the multiphase mixture can be

rewritten as

∂

∂t
(αkρk) +∇ · (αkρkũk) = 0 (3.10)

∂

∂t
(αkρkũk) +∇ · (αkρkũk ⊗ ũk) = −αk∇p̃−∇ ·

(
αk τ̃k

)
+ αkρk~g +Mk (3.11)

where τ̃ encompasses the effects of molecular, turbulent and bubble induced turbulence stresses, as

below

τ̃k = −µkeff
[
∇ũk +

(
∇ũk

)T − 2

3
I
(
∇.ũk

)]
(3.12)

µeff is the effective viscosity which will be explained in the turbulence modeling section.

3.2 Interfacial momentum force terms

The interfacial momentum transfer term Mk encapsulates the effect of the forces exerted on each

phase by presence of other phase. It is customary to decompose the total momentum transfer term

into several terms, mainly drag, lift, virtual mass and turbulent dispersion forces, i.e.

MG = −ML = FD + FL + FVM + FTD (3.13)

These forces are explained in detail in the following sections.
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3.2.1 Drag force

The drag force has the dominant contribution, among other forces, to the inteerphase forces in bubbly

flows. It represents the resistance force felt by a bubble as it moves steadily in the surrounding liquid.

For a bubble swarm the drag force (per volume) is estimated in the following form [48]:

FD =
3

4
αgCD

ρL
dB
|ũL − ũG| (ũL − ũG) (3.14)

dB is the diameter of bubbles and CD is called the drag coefficient. Based on the flow regime, different

expressions are proposed for the drag coefficient. Based on the Ishii and Zuber classification [49], the

flow regime falls in the distorted region in our problem. Therefore, the drag coefficient is estimated

as follows:

CD =
2

3

√
EO (3.15)

where EO is the Eotvos number, defined as EO = g (ρl − ρg) d2
B/σ. σ is the surface tension equal

to 0.07.

3.2.2 Lift force

Lift force is the resultant of movement of a bubble through a fluid that is in shearing motion [32]. The

lift force is normal to the relative velocity, due to circulation of the liquid around the bubbles [50].

A comprehensive study on the lift force in bubbly flows is carried out by Hibiki and Ishii [51]. The

lift force (per volume) is modeled as follows [50] :

FL = CLαgρL (ũG − ũL)× (∇× ũL) (3.16)

where ρL is the gas density and CL is a model constant, called lift coefficient. There is no consensus

on the lift coefficient, but it is usually set to 0.5 [32]. In this work, we have also considered CL = 0.5.

3.2.3 Virtual mass force

The virtual mass force is a result of a moving bubble through a fluid, while it accelerates. The bubble

tries to accelerate some of the surrounding fluid as it accelerates. This results in an interaction force

trying to decelerate the bubble motion while accelerating the surrounding fluid [32]. The virtual
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mass force (per volume) is modeled as follows:

FVM = CVMαGρL

[(
∂ũL
∂t

+ ũL · ∇ũL
)
−
(
∂ũG
∂t

+ ũG · ∇ũG
)]

(3.17)

CVM is called the virtual mass coefficient which is taken as CVM = 0.5 for dilute suspensions of

spheres in a fluid.

3.2.4 Turbulent dispersion force

The last interphacial force we have considered is known as turbulent dispersion force. To account

for influence of turbulent eddied, the idea of turbulent dispersion has been developed by Lopez De

Bertodano [52]. Turbulent fluctuations results in dispersion of phases from high volume fraction

regions to low volume fraction regions. The turbulent dispersion force (per volume) is modeled

as [53]

FTD = −3

4

CD
Sc

ρL
dB
|ũL − ũG| νeff∇αG (3.18)

where Sc is the bubble Schmit number usually taken as Sc = 1.

3.3 Model simplification

The set of equations for Euler-Euler bubbly flows are cumbersome, computationally, since they have

to be solved in a coupled manner with highly non-linear terms. Also, a major challenge in the two-

fluid models is the calculation of the pressure field, since an explicit equation for pressure calculation

does not exist. It is more complicated than single-phase flows because now two-continuity equations

have to combined with the momentum equations. As a result, unlike the pressure equation in single-

phase flows which is linear, the derived pressure equation is quadratic which requires more additional

iterations per time step [46]. Hence, employing an efficient computational procedure is significant. In

our work, we have followed the work of Sokolichin and coworkers [8] to simplify the filtered equations

which is more appropriate for computational simulation. The model is based on mixture equations

in terms of the liquid and gas density and velocity fields. Under certain conditions, valid for the

dilute bubbly flows, the mixture equations can be simplified to a more tractable form. For the liquid

phase, the mixture equations are solved and accounted for the liquid phase variables. Adding up the

filtered momentum and mass balance equations for gas and liquid phases and provoking the jump

condition (3.9) yields [21]

∂ρm
∂t

+∇ · (ρmum) = 0 (3.19)
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∂

∂t
(ρmum) +∇ · (ρmum ⊗ um)

= −∇.τm −∇p+ ρm~g −∇ ·
[
αGρG

(
1− αG

ρG
ρm

)
ur ⊗ ur

] (3.20)

where ur is the relative velocity, i.e. ur = ũG − ũL. The variables with subscript m represents

mixture quantities defined as below

ρm = αGρG + αLρL (3.21)

ρmum = αGρGũG + αLρLũL (3.22)

τm = αGτG + αLτL (3.23)

Note that the interaction momentun term is canceled out by performing the summation. For

the dilute gas/liquid environment, the mixture equations can be simplified further. owing to the

fact that ρG � ρL, some terms pertaining to the ratio of gas/liquid density can be ignored without

much loss of accuracy. it can be shown that the last term in the mixture momentum equation is

indeed small [21]. Also, for dilute bubbly flows, with sufficiently small gas holdups, the mixture

quantities can be approximated by the liquid quantities, i.e. ρm ≈ ρL and um ≈ ũL. We can

also assume the liquid density to be constant in all terms except the bouyancy term. This is

similar to the Boussinesq approximation in the modeling of free convection problems in single-phase

flows [46].Hence, the mixture balance equations can be rewritten as follows

∇ · ũL = 0 (3.24)

∂

∂t
(ρLũL) +∇ · (ρLũL ⊗ ũL) = −∇p̃−∇ · τ̃L + (1− αG) ρL~g (3.25)

The simplifications made, specifically the incompressibility of the liquid phase, greatly reduces the

computational cost of the numerical simulation since the classical numerical methods for single-phase

can be employed for calculation of pressure and liquid velocity. The simplified mixture momentum

has an extra term, compared to single-phase problems. The last term on the right hand side

represents the gravitational force which is proportional to the local gas holdup. For the gas phase
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we use the original filtered equations (3.10) (3.11) with slight modification in the mass balance

equation to account to turbulent mixing effect known as bubble path dispersion.

As mentioned by Sokolichin [46], the bubble path dispersion results from the interactions between

the bubbles and from the influence of the liquid phase turbulence on the bubbles. In other words, the

movement of bubbles in the liquid phase generates some level of turbulence in the liquid phase. The

generated turbulence, in turn, affects the behavior of the neighboring bubbles. This effect is even

more important in low gas holdups and small bubble sizes. Considering the drifting velocity [54]

udrift = −Dturb
1

αg
∇αg (3.26)

with the turbulent diffusion coefficient Dturb = νturbL /Sc, then gas mass balance equation can be

rewritten as below

∂

∂t
(αGρG) +∇ · (αGρGũG) =

1

Sc
∇ ·
(
νturbL ρG∇αG

)
(3.27)

Hence, the effect of bubble path dispersion is modeled through a diffusion-like term. To calculate the

gas density, an equation of state is required. The ideal gas law is used to calculate the gas density

in this work, as below:

ρG =
p

RT0
(3.28)

where R is the specific gas constant, 287.04 J/kgK, and T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin

degrees.

In this work we have employed the partially-transformed equations in curvilinear coordinate to

benefit the flexibility of simulating flow in domains with non-uniform non-orthogonal computational

cells. The compact tensorial form of the simplified filtered balance equations in the generalized

curvilinear coordinates ξj read as below

J
U jL
∂ξj

= 0 (3.29)

∂

∂t
(ρLU

q
L) =

∂ξq
∂xi

[
∂

∂ξj

(
−ρLU jLu

i
L

)
+

∂

∂ξj

(
µL
J
gjk

∂uiL
∂ξk

)]
+

∂ξq
∂xi

[
∂

∂ξj

(
µL
J

∂umL
∂xi

∂ξj
∂xm

)
+

1

J
(1− αG) ρLgi

]
− 1

J
gjq

∂p

∂ξj

(3.30)

∂

∂t
(αGρG) = J

∂

∂ξj

(
−αGρGU jG

)
+ J

∂

∂ξj

(
1

J
gjk

ρG
ρL

µturbL

Sc

∂αG
∂ξk

)
(3.31)
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∂

∂t
(αGρGU

q
G) =

∂ξq
∂xi

∂

∂ξj

(
−αGρGU jGu

i
G

)
+

∂ξq
∂xi

[
αGµG
J

gjk
∂uiG
∂ξk

+
∂

∂ξj

(
αGµG
J

∂ukG
∂xi

∂ξj
∂xk

)
+

1

J
αGρGgi

]
− 1

J
gjqαG

∂p

∂ξj
+

1

J

∂ξq
∂xi

(MG)i

(3.32)

In the above equations, J is the Jacobian of transformation, i.e. J = |∂ (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) /∂ (x1, x2, x3)|, uiG

and uiL are the ith component of the filtered cartesian velocity of gas and liquid phase, respectively.

U iG and U iL are the contravariant volumetric flux of gas and liquid, i.e. U iG(L) = 1
J
∂ξi
∂xj

ujG(L). g
ij is

the contravariant metric tensor defined as gij = ∂ξi
∂xm

∂ξj
∂xm

. µL and µG are the effective viscosities,

which will be explained in the turbulence modeling section. (MG)i is the ith component of the

interfacial forces decomposed in equation (3.13).

3.4 Turbulence modeling

The effective viscosity, showed up in equation (3.12), is typically decomposed into molecular viscosity

and turbulent viscosity. In two-phase bubbly flows, the turbulent stress is generated by two separate

mechanisms, namely shear-induced turbulence and bubble-induced turbulence [55].

µeff = µM + µSI + µBI (3.33)

where µM , µSI , µBI denote the molecular, turbulent shear-induced and turbulent bubble-induced

viscosity. Shear-induced turbulence, which is independent of existence of bubbles, is sustained by

the action of shearing on a fluctuating velocity field. Bubble-induced turbulence is a result of

bubble agitation in bubbly flows. The approach to model the turbulence effects are explained in the

subsequent sections. It is worth noting that the turbulence in the gas phase is assumed to be in

equilibrium with the liquid turbulence. In other words, the gas phase follows the liquid phase in the

SGS level, i.e.

µeff,G =
ρG
ρL

µeff,L (3.34)

3.4.1 Shear-induced turbulence

To close the filtered equations of the two fluid model (TFM), a model is required to approximate

the sub-grid stresses τL and τG. The sub-grid stresses are key factor in bubbly turbulent flows as

they model the unresolved dissipative scales of motion. In this work, we have employed the dynamic

procedure of Germano [56] to evaluate the eddy viscosity. In the eddy viscosity concept, the sub-grid
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stresses of phase k are related to the resolved strain rate tensor as follows

τkij = −2µkt S̃
k
ij +

1

3
δijτ

k
rr (3.35)

µkt is called the turbulent viscosity which is calculated by the Smagorinsky model

µkt = ρk

(
Cs∆̃

)2
√

2S̃ijS̃ij (3.36)

Cs is the Smagorinsky coefficient, which is to be calculated by the dynamic procedure, and ∆̃ is the

grid filter size. In our work, we have employed the box filter taken as the average grid spacing of a

computational cell, i.e. ∆̃ = 3
√
V (V is the volume of the computational cell). In dynamic sub-grid

model, another filter, known as test filter, is introduced which is larger than the grid filter, i.e.

∆̂ > ∆̃. By applying the test filtering to the grid-filtered equations, and least squares minimization

of the error between the resolved stress at the grid filter and test filter, the Smagorinsky coefficient

can be obtained [56]

C2
s =

〈LijMij〉
〈MrsMrs〉

(3.37)

where

Lij = ̂̃ui ̂̃uj − ̂̃uiũj (3.38)

Mij = 2∆̂2

∣∣∣∣̂̃S∣∣∣∣ ̂̃Sij − 2∆̃2
∣̂∣∣S̃∣∣∣ S̃ij (3.39)

〈〉 implies spatial averaging in the homogeneous direction, if there is a periodicity in the flow.

Otherwise, it is replaced by local spatial averaging. In the present work, we have employed the

sharp cut-off filter for the test filter with a size twice as big as the grid filter size, i.e. ∆̂ = 2∆̃.

3.4.2 Bubble-induced turbulence (BIT)

In bubbly flows, the interaction of bubbles with turbulent eddies makes another source of turbulence

in the liquid phase, known as bubble-induced turbulence. Several approaches have been proposed

in the literature for modeling the additional eddy viscosity as a result of BIT. The simplest model

was proposed by Sato and Sekoguchi [55]. The Sato model is based on the bubble diameter as the

length scale. Milleli et. al. [42] employed the Sato model but used a different length scale for BIT
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based on the mixing length of the dispersed phase. The model reads

µBI = Cs∆̃ ρL αG |ũG − ũL| (3.40)

The advantage of the above model over the Sato model is the absence of empirical coefficients.

3.5 Near-wall boundary condition

Resolving all the turbulent scales of motion near solid walls in turbulent bubbly flows requires very

fine mesh and often computationally impractical. The reason is the presence of very small but

energetic coherent structures in the viscous sublayer which have to be resolved. To address this

numerical issue, wall models have been proposed. In this work we have employed “equilibrium stress

balance” wall model developed by Cabot and Moin [57] and Wang and Moin [58]. The model is

categorized as “wall stress models” and is based on turbulent thin boundary layer equations in the

form:

∂

∂l

[
(ν + νt)

∂ũi
∂l

]
=

1

ρ

∂p

∂si
+
∂ũi
∂t

+
∂

∂xj
(ũiũj) (3.41)

where l and s indicate the normal and tangential directions to the solid wall. The index i refers to

two directions that are tangential to the wall. The eddy viscosity is approximated by the simple

mixing-length model with near-wall damping [57] as

νt
ν

= κl+
(

1− e−l
+/19

)2

(3.42)

where l+ = uτ lν is the dimensionless distance from wall and uτ is known as the local instantaneous

shear velocity. The full thin boundary layer equation can be simplified further by neglecting the

right hand side of equation (3.41), which is known as the “equilibrium stress balance” model. As a

result, it reduces to an ordinary differential equation which can be integrated from the wall to the

first off-wall computational node. Hence

τw = ρ uτ
2 =

ρ ũs(δ)∫ δ
0

1
ν+νt

dl
(3.43)

where δ is the distance from wall to first off-wall node and ũs(δ) is the tangential component of

velocity at that point. Newton method can be employed to solve, iteratively, the above algebraic

equation to obtain the the shear velocity. Usually 4-5 iterations suffices to get a converged solution.

Once the shear velocity is calculated, the tangential component of the velocity vector at the ghost
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node (exterior to domain) of the first off-wall node is obtained by

(ũs)ghost = (ũs)δ −
2δ

ν
u2
τ (3.44)

The normal component of the velocity at the ghost node is simply obtained by imposition of zero

flux across the boundary, i.e. (ũl)ghost = − (ũl)δ.

3.6 Solution procedure

In this section, we present briefly the procedure to solve the governing equations. To advance the

solution for each time step, the procedure is done in 7 steps, as below:

• step 1: The shear-induced eddy viscosity of the liquid phase is calculated using the liquid

velocity field of the previous time step. First, the Smagorinsky coefficient is calculated by the

dynamic procedure of Germano in equation (3.37) and then plugged into shear-induced eddy

viscosity expression (3.36).

• step 2: The eddy viscosity corresponding to the bubble-induced turbulence is calculated by

the algebraic equation (3.40).

• step 3: The liquid mass and momentum, equations (3.29) and (3.30), are coupled to solve for

the liquid velocity vector and pressure field. The coupling is done via the standard fractional

step method developed for single-phase flow, except with the additional buoyancy term. The

buoyancy term is evaluated with the gas holdup of the previous time step.

• step 4: The gas density field is calculated by the algebraic ideal gas law, equation (3.28), using

the pressure from step 3.

• step 5: The gas momentum equation (3.32) is solved, using the calculated liquid velocity and

pressure field from step 3.

• step 6: The gas mass balance equation (3.31) is solved to obtain the fresh void fraction field.

• step 7: check the convergence of void fraction field. if converged, proceed to next time step,

otherwise go to step 1 and redo the steps with the fresh gas holdup.

The condition for convergence of the gas holdup is defined as when the change in infinity norm

of the initial gas holdup in step 3 and fresh gas holdup in step 6 is less than a certain amount. In
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our work we considered ε = 10−6 as the condition, i.e. ‖(αG)initial − (αG)fresh‖∞ ≤ 10−6. In the

present work, the solution procedure converges after 2 or 3 iterations.
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4 Numerical method

The solution procedure is divided into three different flow solvers. The first step is calculation of

pressure field and liquid velocity. the second step is the gas momentum balance and the third step is

gas mass balance equation solver. In the following sections, the important aspects of our numerical

approach are provided.

4.1 Pressure and liquid velocity solver

The Fractional step method of Ge and Sotiropoulos [59] is employed to integrate in time the mo-

mentum and mass balance equations of the liquid phase (eqs. 3.29, 3.30). Here, the buoyancy term

corresponding to the local gas holdup should also be added to the right hand side of the momentum

equation. In the first step of the fractional step method, an intermediate liquid flux field U∗L is

computed through momentum equation solution, as below

ρL
U∗L − UnL

∆t
=

1

2
[RHS (U∗L, u

∗
L) +RHS (UnL , u

n
L)] (4.1)

where u∗L is the intermediate Cartesian liquid velocity, n is the previous time step, ∆t is the time step

size and RHS is the whole discretized term at the right hand side of equation (3.30). The Crank-

Nicolson scheme is used for temporal discretization and second order central scheme is employed for

the spatial discretization. The Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov method is used to solve the momentum

equation with the GMRES [60] method as the solver for the linearized system. The obtained liquid

flux field does not satisfy the mass balance condition, in general. So the pressure correction Poisson

equation is solved to obtain the pressure correction Π = pn+1 − pn, as following:

∂

∂ξi

(
1

J ρL
gij

∂Π

∂ξj

)
=

1

∆t

∂(U iL)∗

∂ξi
(4.2)

with the Neumann boundary condition ∂Π/∂n = 0 imposed on the boundary. Second order central

differencing scheme is employed to discretize the above equation. The GMRES method with the

algebraic multigrid, as the preconditioner, is employed to solve the pressure correction. For details

of the implementation the reader is referred to work of Kang and coworkers [61]. Once the pressure

correction field Π is calculated, the pressure and liquid flux vector can be obtained as follows:

pn+1 = pn + Π (4.3)
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(
U iL
)n+1

=
(
U iL
)∗ − ∆t

J ρL
gij

∂Π

∂ξj
(4.4)

It is worth mentioning that the fractional step is implemented in hybrid staggered/non staggered

method of Ge and Sotiropoulos [59] in curvilinear coordinates. It can be shown that the above

implementation yileds second order accurate velocity field in time and space, and 1st order accurate

pressure field in time and second order in space.

4.2 Gas momentum solver

Once the pressure and the gas density are obtained, the gas momentum equation can be discretized

and solved for the gas flux field UG. The Crank-Nicolson discretization of gas momentum balance

equation reads:

(αGρGU
q
G)

n+1 − (αGρGU
q
G)

n

∆t
=

1

2

[
RHS

(
Un+1
G , un+1

G

)
+RHS (UnG, u

n
G)
]

(4.5)

where RHS is the discretized form of the right hand side of equation (3.32). The Jacobian-free

Newton-Krylov method with GMRES as the linear solver is employed to solve the resulting system

of equations. According to Sokolichin and coworkers [62], due to existence of discontinuities in the

gas holdup field first-order upwind scheme for calculation of the convective flux is usually employed.

The first order upwind leads to huge numerical dissipation and reduces the whole accuracy of the

solution to 1st order accurate. Second order accuracy of the scheme can be retained by employing a

second order central scheme in smooth regions but switches the scheme to monotone upwind scheme

near discontinuities. These schemes are known as total variation diminishing (TVD) schemes. In

this work, we have employed a TVD scheme with superbee flux limiter. The scheme is written as

below

FTV Di+1/2 = FUPi+1/2 + φi+1/2

(
FCSi+1/2 − F

UP
i+1/2

)
(4.6)

where FTV Di+1/2, FUPi+1/2 and FCSi+1/2 denote the corrected flux with a limiter, the upwind flux and the

central difference flux, respectively, at the cell face i+ 1/2. φ is the superbee flux limiter defined as

φ(θ) = max [0,min(1, 2θ),min(2, θ)] (4.7)
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φ is the ratio of the slope at the neighboring interface in the upwind direction to the slope of the

current interface, i.e.

φi+1/2 =


Si−Si−1

Si+1−Si
if ui+1/2 ≥ 0

Si+2−Si+1

Si+1−Si
if ui+1/2 < 0

(4.8)

where S is the transported quantity with the advective velocity u. Second-order central differencing

scheme is employed for discretization of all other terms in RHS. Smilar to the liquid momentum

equation, the hybrid staggered/non-staggered formulation is employed.

4.3 Gas mass solver

The second-order Crank-Nicolson scheme is used to temporally discretize equation (3.31). To retain

the second-order accuracy in space, TVD scheme with superbee flux limiter is employed to discretize

the advective term, while second order central differencing is used for the turbulent dispersion term.

The existence of outflow boundary condition (e.g. bubble column problem) for the gas phase

poses a numerical issue known as violation of compatibility condition. At the outflow boundary, the

gas momentum and mass balance equations are not solved, rather they are extrapolated from the

interior solution. As a result, the global integral gas mass may not be conserved. As such, the gas

mass balance equation (3.31) would be ill-posed because of drainage/accumulation of mass inside

the computational domain. To remedy this problem, we propose a correction of gas holdup inside

domain based on local volume-weighted void fraction. Integration of the gas mass balance equation

over the domain and applying the divergence theorem yields

∂

∂t

∫
Ω

αGρG dΩ +

∫
Γ

αGρG(ũG.n̂) dΓ− 1

Sc

∫
Γ

νturbL ρG
∂αG
∂n̂

dΓ = RES (4.9)

n̂ is the unit vector normal to the boundary and Ω is the domain bounded with boundary Γ.

Integration of gas mass balance equation may not be zero in the case of an outflow boundary

condition, hence leaving a residual RES. To make the residual zero at each time step, we distribute

the mass drainage/accumulation RES over the domain by modifying the gas holdup in the domain,

i.e.

(αG)modified =

(
1.− RES∫

Ω
αGρG dΩ

∆t

)
αG (4.10)

This approach prevents the growth of mass deficit in the domain. It is worth noting that, computa-

tionally, the gas density, void fraction and pressure are defined at cell centers, while the liquid and

gas fluxes are defined at the cell faces.
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5 Results and discussion

Aimed at validating our developed in-house computational code, several test cases were carried out.

In this section we present the most important test cases and the results, in the order of development.

5.1 Laminar single phase flow

The first step in validating the developed code was to validate the coupling between liquid phase

momentum and the liquid mass balance equations. This was a significant step, since the pressure

field and liquid velocity field are the unknowns in the single phase flow. As mentioned earlier the

fractional step method is employed to integrate in time the equations. To run our code for single

phase flow it suffices to set the gas void fraction everywhere as zero. As a result the gas mass and

momentum equation should be satisfied to machine zero with the trivial solution of zero everywhere.

The test case we considered for this section was the standard cavity flow for Re=1000. Although

this is a laminar problem at low Reynolds number, it serves as an excellent test case to validate

the base liquid phase coupling routines. The streamlines for some selected time steps superimposed

on the velocity magnitude contours are plotted in figure (5.1). The results captured correctly and

in a time-accurate manner. To quantitatively assess the results, the solution of the steady state at

the horizontal and vertical middle planes are compared to the results of Ghia and Shen [63], which

is shown in figure (5.2). The figure clearly shows the correct implementation of the fractional step

method for laminar flows.

5.2 Coupling of the gas void fraction solver with liquid phase solver for

laminar flows

The next step is to validate coupling gas mass balance equation solution to that of the liquid phase

solution. This requires solution of 3 equations out of 4 possible PDEs. To perform this test case, we

have considered a patch of bubble in circular shape located in the same cavity as previous section

(laminar with Re=1000). The bubble patch is forced to move with a pre-specified velocity in the

upward direction and allowed to exit the domain (outflow boundary condition) while the liquid

boundary condition is identical to the previous section. This test case allows us to qualitatively

observe the effect of bubble plume rising in a cavity, as the top lid is also moving. Also we expect

the liquid phase solution converges to the steady state cavity flow after the bubble plume exits

the domain. This proves that the coupling is implemented correctly and there is not leackage

of error from the void fraction solver to the liquid phase solver, or vice versa. The streamlines
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Figure 5.1: streamlines superimposed on velocity magnitude for lid-driven cavity flow at Re=1000

Figure 5.2: Comparison of the results from our code to the reported results by Ghia and shen for
laminar lid driven cavity flow at Re=1000
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Figure 5.3: transient solution of rising bubble plume in a lid driven cavity problem for Re=1000. (N
denotes the number of time steps)

superimposed on the bubble patch position is displayed for some representative time steps in figure

(5.3). The solution clearly shows that the numerical schemes we have employed could conserve the

sharp gradients of the bubble patch area, with least smearing of the interface. This mainly due to

use of a proper flux limiter for the advective term. Also the boundary conditions are clearly seen to

be implemented correctly, as the bubble plume is exiting domain at N=1200. Again, to assess the

convergence to steady state results, the results at the steady state on the horizontal middle line are

plotted in figure (5.4) and compared with the numerical results of Ghia and Shen [63]. Figure (5.4)

shows the convergence of solution to the steady state results of Ghia and Shen. It is worth noting

that the time to reach the steady state is longer in this case compared to the case without bubble

plume, as expected. So, the conclusion is that the coupling of the void fraction with liquid phase is

performed properly and in a bug-free manner.

5.3 Fully Coupled solver for turbulent dilute bubbly flow

To examine all together the formulation and details presented, we investigated the turbulent bubbly

flow in a bubble column. The test case is a standard case studied experimentally and numerically
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Figure 5.4: convergence of vertical component of velocity on the horizontal middle line (y=0.5) for
lid driven cavity with rising bubble plume at Re=1000

by Deen [43,64]. This test case has been studied extensively by many authors for studying different

approaches in turbulent bubbly flows [5, 9, 12, 13, 43, 44, 65, 66] and more recently in a review paper

by Dhotre et. al. [11]. The bubble column has a height of H = 0.45m with square cross section of

W ×D = 0.15 × 0.15m2. Air is introduced into the bubble column through a W ×D = 3 × 3cm2

sparger at the bottom. The sparger has a 7 × 7 holes of 1mm diameter and is positioned in the

middle of the cross section at the bottom of the bubble column. In order to obtain a non-coalescing

system for bubbles, 4g of table salt per liter of water was used. The diameter of the bubbles in the

system are reported to be uniform with dB = 4mm. The schematic of the bubble column with the

sparger is illustrated in figure (5.5). A basic assumption in the derivation of Euler/Euler LES is

that the computational cell size should be large enough to encompass all the interface details. If

the computational cell size is smaller than the bubble diameter, LES can not resolve the large scale

motion because there is no information on the interface details or their influence on the resolved

large-scale motions. This grid requirement is known as Milleli condition [42]. Milelli and coworkers

found that the optimum value of the ratio of bubble diameter to cut-off filter size is about 1.5,

i.e. ∆̃/dB ≈ 1.5. This Milelli criterion is supported and validated numerically by many authors in

the bubbly flows field, e.g. see work of Dhotre et. al. [13]. In this work we have employed a grid

resolution of 31× 31× 101. This grid resolution keeps dB/∆̃ ≈ 1.2.

The first node distance to the side walls is about y+ ≈ 40 in wall units. So we have employed the

“stress balance model” to model the wall layer at the side walls. The wall model is also employed

for modeling the wall layer at the bottom plane. At the gas entry location from the sparger the gas
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Figure 5.5: Schematic of the bubble column

velocity is specified as below

uG =
1

αG

Ac
As
us (5.1)

where Ac is the column cross section area, As is the sparger inlet area and us is the superficial gas

velocity at the inlet. αG is the gas holdup introduced at the injection point, which is considered

as the ratio of area of the injection holes to the area of the sparger plate, i.e. αG = 0.0427. The

superficial gas velocity was reported as ug = 4.9 × 10−3m/s which yields uG = 2.806m/s at the

inlet. For the liquid phase, the whole bottom boundary is treated as a wall. At the top boundary an

outflow boundary condition is used for the gas phase, while free slip boundary condition is assumed

for the liquid phase. A constant time step size of ∆t = 0.001s is employed in the calculations

which corresponds to CFL number of approximately 0.5. The simulation was run until the flow

reaches statistically stationary turbulence which occurred after about 20 seconds of physical time.

Then after, time averaging was initiated and continued for another 250 seconds of physical time.

The simulation was carried out on our local cluster at Saint Anthony Falls lab (Paros) using 2

computational nodes with 12 processors per node.

In what follows in this section, we discuss and present the results of our simulation. Figure

(5.6) shows an instantaneous contours of gas axial velocity at the middle plane superimposed on the

liquid velocity vectors. The flow, which is driven by bubble plume, moves along the bubble column

exhibiting an oscillatory movement. Large and small vortices in the liquid phase are detectable

moving through the bubble column while interacting with each other. These are in qualitative

agreement with experimental observations of Deen et. al. [43]. As stated by Niceno et. al. [5] and
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Figure 5.6: Left: Contours of instantaneous gas axial velocity on the middle plane (x = 0.075m)
superimposed on the liquid velocity vector, at instants: t=55 seconds, t=70 seconds, t=85 seconds,
t=100 seconds

reported by Simiano et. al. [67], the flow field pattern shows dramatic changes in time.

The time history of axial velocity component for the liquid phase for the point located at center

of cross section (x = y = 0.075m) at height z = 0.25m, is plotted in figure (5.7). For the purpose

of comparison, the time history of the RANS approach (k − ε) from the work of Deen et. al.

[43] and experimental data of Deen et. al [64] are plotted on the same graph. The LES results

indicate the chaotic velocity fluctuations in the bubble column and the strong coupling between the

velocity fluctuations for both phases. It is clear from the figure that, compared to RANS model,

the present LES captured the correct time history of velocity in terms of velocity amplitude and

frequency. As noted by Dhotre [13] and Deen [43], the k − ε model could only capture the large

scale fluctuations while embedding small-scale fluctuations in k, while the present LES could resolve

more scales of velocity profile, hence, capturing more physical velocity fluctuations. To study the

turbulence scales, the power-spectral density (PSD) of the liquid velocity history at the same point

(x = y = 0.075m, z = 0.25m) is plotted in figure (5.8). For comparison the power law for single

phase (slope=-5/3) and two phase (slope=-10/3) are plotted on the same figure. The spectrum

shows a broad range of turbulence scales covering the inertial sub-range for both single phase and

two phase power laws. The figure shows clearly that the production range (slope=-1) and inertial
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Figure 5.7: Time history of axial velocity of the liquid phase at the centerline of column at height
z = 0.25m
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Figure 5.8: PSD of axial component of liquid phase at column centerline at height z = 0.25m
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Figure 5.9: Time evolution of surrogate of the kinetic energy in the bubble column

range for single and two-phase power laws are pretty well captured and in good agreement with the

experimental data. The dissipation range which is responsible for dissipation of energy is observed in

the experiment at frequency of about f=200HZ. As pointed out by Kang et. el. [68], the nonphysical

sudden drop in the PSD for frequencies around 15HZ is an indication that scales smaller than 15HZ

are not resolved by our LES. It is worth noting that the cut-off frequency in LES is not a function of

the time step size, rather the filter size and local mean velocity are the key parameters for the cut-off

frequency. According to the Taylor’s hypothesis, the Nyquist cut-off frequency in our LES would be

fN = U∆̄/2∆ where U∆̄ and ∆ denote the local average velocity and local filter size, respectively.

Considering U∆̄ = 0.18m/s and ∆ = 0.005m yields fN = 18HZ which is about the same frequency

where the PSD drops abruptly.

To validate the results of our mathematical formulation the time-averaged results are to be

compared with those of experimental data. Time-averaging procedure should be initiated after

the flow in the bubble column reaches statistically stationary turbulence. This is measured by the

surrogate of the mean kinetic energy of flow field, i.e. total kinetic energy of the resolved scales,

defined as SKE =
∫

Ω
1
2ρm|um|

2 dΩ where Ω is the whole computational domain and |um| denotes

the velocity magnitude of the mixture velocity. The surrogate of the mean kinetic energy is plotted

in figure (5.9). According to figure (5.9), the flow field reaches the stationary turbulence after 20

seconds of physical time. The flow field is averaged for another 250 seconds to obtain turbulence
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Figure 5.10: Left: Contours of time-averaged liquid axial velocity on the middle plane (x = 0.075m)
superimposed on the liquid velocity vector; Right: Contours of time-averaged void fraction on the
middle plane (x = 0.075m)

statistics. The first order statistics reach steady state after about 150 seconds of time-averaging while

second order statistics, such as TKE and Reynolds stresses, reach steady state after 250 seconds of

time-averaging in physical time.

The time-averaged of the liquid axial velocity and the gas holdup field for the total averaging

time of T = 250 seconds are shown in figure (5.10). According to the figure (5.10), the liquid velocity

field earns its highest magnitude at the first 30 percent height from the bottom of the column. The

flow is mainly in the upward direction which is due to buoyancy effect of bubble plume. The width of

the region with mainly upward motion expands until about 40 percent of the column height followed

by relatively constant width of the upward-motion region extended to about the total height of

column. Due to the effect of free surface at the top of the column, the liquid velocity descends,

forming two thin circulation zones near the wall region referred to as “Gulf-stream” flow regime.

The time-averaged void fraction shows an expanding bubble plume as the plume moves upward.

This indicates that the oscillation amplitude of the plume increases as the plume rises, which was

also stated by Diaz et. al. [6].

To make a quantitative comparison between the simulated results versus the experimental data,

the profiles of the vertical component of liquid and gas velocities at the height of h = 0.25m are

presented in figure (5.11). Our time-averaged profiles exhibit symmetric profiles, as expected, while

other existing reported data show profiles that are more inclined towards the right wall. All profiles
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Figure 5.11: Compraison of the computed results with different approaches for time-averaged liquid
axial component (top) and time-averaged gas axial component (bottom) on the middle plane (x =
0.075m) at height h = 0.25m
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over predict the axial velocity magnitude near the central region (0.05 < Y < 0.1). Our results,

compared to other reported data, show a better agreement in velocity profiles near the side walls.

This improvement can be attributed to the proper wall model employment explained in section

3.5. In general, the simulation shows an excellent agreement with the experimental data, predicting

correctly the magnitude and position of local maximum.

To study the second order statistics of turbulence quantities, the The Reynolds stresses < u′u′ >,

< v′v′ >, < w′w′ > and < v′w′ > of the liquid phase on the mid plane x = 0.075m are shown in

figure (5.12). Here, the <> denotes the time-averaging operation and u′, v′ and w′ represent the

fluctuating components in x, y and z directions, respectively. As expected, the contours are about

symmetric around the centerline y = 0.075m. The axial Reynolds stress < w′w′ > is about 3 times

larger than the other stresses, which is an indication of anisotropic turbulence. The lateral and

horizontal stresses < u′u′ > and < v′v′ > show the stresses to have a locally large quantity near the

injection point of bubble. The stresses show a gradual increase from to release point of bubbles to

the center of column, and decays gradually until the top of the bubble column. < w′w′ > shows a

similar behavior with a double peaked structure at the center. The highest axial turbulence stress

does not occur in on the centerline, happening slightly away the centerline. Due to the boundary

condition of free slip at the top, the < w′w′ > gradually decreases from the center to reach its lowest

quantity on the top surface. The shear stress < v′w′ > shows a increasing trend from the injection

point to center of column with an increasing angle, i.e. with an expanding width of the structure.

To study the accuracy of the present approach, the root mean square (rms) of the axial and

lateral fluctuating components of the resolved flow field are plotted in figure (5.13) and compared

with experimental data and other available numerical results in the literature. The twin-peaked

shape of the rms of axial velocity fluctuations is correctly captured and has the correct magnitude.

Noticeably, the near wall behavior is improved over other methods, which may be attributed to

the implementation of the appropriate wall model. The profile is also shows promising result for

the rms of lateral velocity fluctuations. The axial velocity fluctuations are twice as large as lateral

fluctuations, which is an indication of anisotropic turbulence in the column.

The contour plot of the turbulent kinetic energy for the liquid phase is presented in figure (5.15).

Similar to the < w′w′ > contour plot, two regions of high TKE are observed slightly separated

from the centerline y = 0.075. Also the TKE increase gradually from the bubble injection source to

the half column height and decays gradually to the free surface. This feature was also reported by

Sungkorn et. al. [66]. An interesting observation, from the figure on the right, is the transition to

circular shape for contours of TKE within about first 2cm of the column height from the injection
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Figure 5.12: the Reynolds stresses on the middle plane (x = 0.075m)

point. Hence the bubble plume tends to spread radially ignoring its initial square shape.

And finally, a comparison is made for TKE profile on the mid plane x = 0.075 along z = 0.25.

Our simulation shows a symmetric profile around the centerline y = 0.075. The present approach

could correctly predict the double-peaked shape of TKE profile at the correct position. Overall, the

present results shows an excellent agreement with experimental data, both for 1st and 2nd order

turbulence statistics.

5.4 Flow around airfoils

The next phase of the project was to enhance the code to be able to simulate flow around airfoils.

The difficulty of flow around airfoils is the type of the grid to be used, if the body fitted type of grid

is to be used. Either “C” or “O” or “H” type of grid should be employed for this problem. This

needs further modification of the code. So the code should have been advanced one step further

for the special case of airfoil flows. The advancement of the code is required due to presence of

the virtual boundary created at the “wake cut”. This consideration necessitates some fundamental

changes in all of the equations. Also special attention should be paid for the message passing between

CPUs since they have to send information back and forth across the “wake cut”. In our work, we

implemented the “C” grid type. A typical “C” grid type from our work is shown in figure (5.16).
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the liquid phase rms profile on the middle plane (x = 0.075m) at height
h = 0.25m for top: axial fluctuating component and bottom: lateral fluctuating component
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Figure 5.14: Contours of TKE for left: mid plane (x = 0.075m) right: different elevations along
the column height
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of present simulation with experimental and other numerical approaches
for TKE on the mid plane x = 0.075 at height z = 0.25m
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Figure 5.16: The body-fitted “C” grid type used to discretize the computational domain Left: The
whole computational domain, Right: near the airfoil surface

We ran the code for two test cases of single phase flow. Laminar flow and turbulent flow.

For the laminar case, we considered NACA0012 with AOA=20◦. We ran the case for different

Reynolds numbers of Re=5, 50, 800, 1000, 1600, 3000, 4000. The pressure and vorticity fields for

Re=5, 50 are shown in figure (5.17). The flow exhibits a fully attached steady flow at Re=5. As

the Reynolds number increase to Re=50, a small attached vortex is created near the trailing edge

and grows with the Reynolds number. These findings are in qualitative agreement with reported

analysis of Hoarau et. al. [69]. They reported the Von-Karman vortex shedding to be very regular at

Re=800. To visualize the Von-Karman vortices, the vorticity contour is plotted in figure (5.18). Von-

Karman is the first type of instability that is developed and is related to period-doubling scenario.

The period doubling and regulat vortex shedding process generated by the Von-Karman vortices

are exhibited by the lift and drag coefficient plot in figure (5.19) Hoarau et. al. [70] reported the

lift and drag coefficients for this case to be Cl = 0.96, Cd = 0.45, which is in perfect agreement

with our simulations. As the Reynolds number increases the flow pattern gets more complicated

due to presence of other mechanisms of instability. The complex and rich flow pattern is shown

in figure (5.20) for Re=3000. It is reported by Hoarau et. al. [70] that as the Reynolds number

increases above 800, the vorticity shedding becomes more anti-symmetric, owing to the lifting-

body configuration. The second instability mechanism appears beyond Re = 2000. The separated

shear layer from the leading edge undergoes another important transition mechanism that gives

rise to an incommensurate frequency, due to the development of a KelvinHelmholtz instability. To

visualize this feature, the pressure contours are plotted for Re=4000 and compared, qualitatively,

to the reported data by Hoarau et. al. [70]. Both the reported data and our result are plotted for

comparison in figure (5.21).
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Figure 5.17: Pressure (left) and vorticity field (superimposed on the streamlines, right) for flow
around laminar hydrofoil at Re=5 (top), 50 (bottom)
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Figure 5.18: very regular vortex shedding for NACA0012 at Re=800
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Figure 5.19: regular drag and lift force time history for flow around NACA0012 airfoil with AOA=20

Figure (5.21) clearly shows that even though our grid is coarser, we could still capture correctly

the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is initiated from the shear layer at the leading edge. As the last

2D validation for our developed code, we compared the time-averaged list and drag coefficients for

different Reynolds number to those reported in the literature, which is plotted in figure (5.22)

Obviously, the time-averaged results, in terms of the drag and lift coefficients, are in very good

agreement with those reported in the literature. The computational code was then extended and

tested for the 3D test cases of airfoils. We considered the same problem, i.e. laminar flow Re=800

around NACA0012 with AOA=20, and did a 3D simulation of flow around it. The vorticity iso-

surfaces are plotted in figure (5.23). Figure (5.23) clearly shows the 3D character of flow for this

Reynolds number. To validate the code for turbulent flows, we extended the turbulence model to

enable us for airfoil simulations. We considered E387 profile for a Reynolds number of Re=200000

at AOA=6◦. The lift and drag coefficients are reported for this test case by Michael Selig at

UIUC [71, 72]. The drag and lift coefficients are plotted in figure (5.24). the comparisons for drag

and lift force coefficients are summarized in table 1.

Based on table 1, the force coefficients are in good agreement with the reported experimental

data. Finally, we end this test case with study on the flow visualization for the laminar separation
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Figure 5.20: Complex flow field around airfoil at Re=3000. Top left: t=12; Top right: t=22; Bottom
left: t=32; Bottom right: t=42

Figure 5.21: The shear layer instability in the form of K-H instability. Left: reported in literature,
Right: Our result
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of the time-averaged drag and lift coefficients with data reported by Hoarau
et al. [70]

Figure 5.23: isosurfaces of z-vorticity for laminar flow Re=800 around NACA0012 with AOA=20

Figure 5.24: time history of Drag (left) and lift (right) coefficients for turbulent flow around E387
at AOA=6◦
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Table 1: Comparison of the force coefficients with the experimental data of Selig [71]

Experiment Present

Lift Coefficient 0.990 0.993
Drag Coefficient 0.14 0.115

Table 2: Comparison of LSB length, separation and Reattachment point

Experiment Present

Laminar separation point (z/c) 0.37 0.45
Reattachment point (z/c) 0.59 0.65
LSB length (z/c) 0.22 0.20

bubble length, separation point, the reattachment point and transition to turbulence. These lengths

are shown in figure (5.25). Contours are averaged in the spanwise direction. In the presence of a

laminar separation bubble, transition takes place in the free shear layer above the surface of the

airfoil. Downstream of this point, reattachment occurs in a process that is known to be unsteady

as vortices are periodically generated and impinge on the airfoil surface. The experimental reported

data and the results from our LES calculation are presented in table 2. Comparing our calculated

results, we conclude that our extended code for flow around hydrofoils shows promising results and

was able to capture the correct physics.

5.5 Wall models for flow around hydrofoils

The requirement for the first grid line being in the viscous sublayer imposes, computationally, intense

limitation on the resolution of grid near hydrofoil surface and any other walls in the computational

domain. To address this issue, wall-models are employed. We implemented the wall model based on

proposed model of Cabot and Moin [73] and Wang and Moin [58]. To validate the implemented wall

model, we considered the fully-developed turbulent channel flow problem for Reτ (shear velocity

Reynolds number) of 180, 4000, 2000. The results were compared with DNS (direct numerical

simulation) data of Hoyas and Jimenez [74], Moser et. al. [75] and Lozano and Jimenez [76]. All

of the results showed promising results for time-averaged, spatially-averaged velocity profiles and

turbulence intensities. The comparison for the time-averaged streamwise profile for a turbulent

channel at Reτ = 180 are plotted in (5.26). Figure (5.26) shows a good agreement for 1st and

2nd order statistics of flow versus the reported DNS data of Moser and Jimenez. For the higher

Reτ = 4000, the comparison of results, in terms of the Reynolds stresses, with those of Jimenez is

plotted in figure (5.27). Figure (5.27) also shows successful implementation and satisfactory results

for the wall model implementation for the hydrofoil computational code.
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Figure 5.25: Separation, reattachment and point of transition to turbulence for flow around E387
profile. Top: contours of time-averaged streamwise velocity; Middle: time-averaged velocity vectors
close to the hydrofoil surface; Bottom: contours of the Reynolds stress < uw > close to the hydrofoil
surface
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Figure 5.26: Law of the wall behaviour (left) and wrms for the turbulent channel flow (right) at
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of second order statististics for channel flow at Reτ = 4000. Our simulation:
LES, Jimenez: DNS
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Figure 5.28: Pressure field in the water tunnel for U∞ = 10m/s and AOA=8◦

5.6 SAFL Hydrofoil simulation

We have implemented the above-verified wall-model and proper boundary condition (wake-cut

boundary conditions) for hydrofoil simulation for both of the phases. To replicate the experimental

conditions, we simulated the liquid phase first to reach the steady turbulence and then we released

gas from the hydrofoil. The pressure field around SAFL hydrofoil for U∞ = 10m/s and AOA=8◦ is

shown in figure (5.28). Some initial results from the aerating hydrofoil (for the bubble void fraction

field) are plotted in figure (5.29). The void fraction field is plotted in figure 23.

As the figure shows, void fraction in the wake is observed to decrease gradually upon vertical

displacement away from the centerline. However, a careful scrutiny of the void fraction field shows

that the maxima of void fraction is achieved slightly below the centerline. Further, it is NOT

symmetrical about the center line, rather such a symmetry is observed with respect to the injection

slot location. Overall, these trends match pretty well with the trends observed in the experimental

measurements as shown before. However, the above figure does not reveal any information about

the spanwise spread of the wake. Such a trend is clearly visible upon plotting the iso-surface of the

void fraction, as shown in Figure (5.30) As the figure shows, a slight lateral expansion of the bubbly

wake is observed between the injection slot and the trailing edge. However, upon further movement
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Figure 5.29: gas holdup for NACA0015 at SAFL with 0.5 LPM of gas realease rate with U∞ = 10m/s
with AOA=0◦

Figure 5.30: Isosurfaces of void fraction for NACA0015 at SAFL with 0.5 LPM of gas realease rate
with U∞ = 10m/s with AOA=0◦
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in the streamwise direction, no significant expansion of the wake is observed. It is noteworthy that

similar observations have been reported by the wake width observations for the ventilated hydrofoils

by previous authors [77,78].
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6 Conclusions and suggestions for future work

We developed advanced, efficient computational routines and software tools that can simulate con-

ventional hydropower turbine aeration problems for advanced hydropower development. For this

purpose, large eddy simulation (LES) of high-resolution fully turbulent bubbly two-phase flow based

on purely Eulerian (two-fluid approach) and Eulerian/Lagrangian (bubble tracking techniques) al-

gorithms was developed. Large eddy simulation is achieved through the filtering operation to the

governing equations of two-phase flows. Briefly, in this operation, we remove the noise/frequencies

higher than the Nyquist frequency. Through this process, the microscopic governing equations are

converted to macroscopic equations via spatial averaging of solution variables. This allows treating

the phases as inter-penetrating phases over the whole problem domain. We have developed the code

which was tested versus several test cases and was used to simulate an aerating hydrofoil, as well.

So in brief, a mathematical formulation for large eddy simulation of two-phase two-way coupled

turbulent bubbly flows has been presented. The formulation, which is based on single-filtering of the

component-weighted equations of multi-component flows, leads to a looser set of equations which

are solved iteratively. Our experience indicates that about 2-3 iterations are required per time

step for the solution to converge. Proper advective scheme with a flux limiter is to be employed

for the gas momentum and mass conservation equations. Hence an in-house computational code,

implemented in parallel programming, has been developed based on the proposed formulation. To

validate the method, several test cases were considered. The results indicate a promising approach

in the proposed formulation. Overall, in addition to the ease in numerical convergence of solution,

the proposed mathematical formulation demonstrated powerful approach in simulation of turbulent

bubbly flows.

In real aerating turbines, the rate of breakup/coalescence is high, according to our experimental

observations in water tunnel at Saint Anthony Falls Laboratory. So this complementary element

should be added to our developed computational code. This will allow us to perform simulations of

practical turbulent bubbly flows with breakup/coalescence process. Another difficulty in simulation

of aerating turbines is the very complex geometry of the blades, which would prohibit us from

utilizing a body-fitted grid. So having a computational code capable of simulating flow around

complex bodies is a key element in simulation of aerating turbines. We propose to include the

immersed boundary formulation to our developed two-phase flow code. This feature would make

the code an excellent tool for hydro industry to save time and money on projects. Finally, we suggest

add the component to account for the mass transfer (DO) from bubble plumes, released from turbine
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blades, to the water.
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